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90 Add-ons

E. Aarseth presents the concept that there are two levels of text within digital games: 
texton, a text existing in the form of text as game code, a source, an essence of the digital 
game’s being; and scripton, a text presented to gamers on screens (or other display de-
vices) through a traversal function.1 Essentially, it is analogical process as within the Shan-
non-Weaver model of communication, according to which the information from sources 
are encoded and decoded during their transmission via channels to the receivers.2 How-
ever, in the case of digital games, this process is split into two separate phases, because 
the digital game itself is already encoded by developers, and decoding starts after its 
distribution, when a player is playing it through a game device. Thus logically, scriptons 
are encoded as textons and decoded back as sriptons, even though scriptons themselves 
cannot exist without textons. Based on that, playing digital games can be understood as a 
process of continuously decoding information represented by rendering their audio-visual 
representations. But what if the player takes a screenshot (using external software) while 
they are normally playing their favourite game, and will be considerably surprised by the 
resulting image, because it will rather look like the Predator’s vision (see Picture 1) than 
the game graphics perceived by himself just a moment before? On one side, it generally 
indicates that the scriptons are not constant, and their right decoding and presentation 
are dependent on system compatibility. On the other hand, we can consider both such 
scriptons as “right”, because they existed together at the same time. As diff erent mean-
ings found in translation. In any case, the game’s artistic value is therefore undeniable one 
way or another.

Picture 1: Random color representation of normally depicted Fortnite Battle Royale’s visual

Source: EPIC GAMES: Fortnite Battle Royale. [digital game]. Cary, NC : Epic Games, 2017. Author’s screenshot.
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